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xecutive Summary and Recommendations

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In 197 Ttie Nov, Depression in hfrgher Education was one of tne

first .^. hat was to become a barrage of studies on college arc

university financial well-being Later studies used larger samples, fund

baiance information supplemented current fund data as strategists borrowed

methods from Wall Street, and multivariate statistics were added to the

analytic artillary In spite of these improvements, a fundamental problem

remained the lack of satisfactory measures f or evaluating institutional of

f ectiveness Unlike their Wall Street counterparts who count both investment

and earnings in do liars analysts of higher education must deal with such am-

biguous and diverse output measures as student learning the production of

scholarship, and community service Therefore these studies tend to focus

simply on finances or use crude proxies for effectiveness like the number

of degrees granted Counts of students attending. or the variety of programs

offered

In an attempt to expand the analysis of institutional financial health, we

assembled a unique data base A sample of ninety-three colleges and

universities that had administered the Institutional Functioning Inventory to their

faculty in the late 1960 s or early 1970 s re-administered the Inventory in

1980-81 The Institutional Functioning Inventory, with 132 items, measures

campus climate on eleven scales including Concern for Improving Society,

Concern for Undergraduate Instruction, Meeting Local Needs, Concern for In-

novation, and Institutional Esprit At the same time we collected financial en-

rollment and personnel data for every third year between 1967-68 and

1979-80 After analyzing these data, we visited thirteen colleges. selecting

most of the campuses because of results that were contrary to our expec-

tations For example. the IFI may have measured positive institutional

development while financing or enrollments weakened We visited other col-

leges because the opposite occurred faculty were increasingly dissatisfied,

yet enrollments and income were growing

FINANCIAL RESULTS

The financial analyses indicate that higher education fared reasonably

well during the 197as Average educational and general income rose 44

percent beyond inflation between 1968 and 1980. On a per student basis,

however, the total increase was only 10 per cent- -all of the growth occur--

ring between 1968 and 1974 There were some modest variations by sec-

tor and Carnedie Classif cat on but generally that pattern held In sum, the

average college had considerably more purchasing power at the close of

the decade but most of these resources had been used up by enrollment in-

creases. Over the period. Washington became a more important source of

li -1-
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e educational anc general income rising from ,o nine
i2a!,2, of federal funds was matched by deo

nt.:)/ 2, ; ns!;t2.i;ion, and ,*)y deci nes in tuition and private
y2in::, a: ndepende;lt L-)I loges and universities Local support for
community colleges fell sharply but was replaced by state funding

Then has been moving away from the campus. and there is

now the i.cirrisorine ssibility that more decisions will be made by of ficials
'",ino are both gf °graphically and educationally -out -of -touch Moreover.
federal state and local governments are increasingly facing resistance from
taxpayers o'./er the scope and tax burden of the various public enterprises
A cnallcnae facing policy makers will be to replace the recently faltering
puol': support with private funds individual and corporate gifts are potential
sources of revenue but they are unlikely to be of significant magnitude
TL:!tion paid by students and their families has not increased as rapidly as
consumer prices nor as rapidly as tamrly disposable income The financial
resources of students and their families are a large potential source of funds
for colleges and universities Creative ways can be found to tap these
resources Tax incentives f or families to save f or education of fer one ap-
proach The popular Individual Retirement Account ORA) should be explored as

a possible mechanism for such incentives in ii5 present form, the IRA ac-
tually threatens college funding Saver s who currently use IRA's are likely to
find when tneir children reach college age, the hulk of family savings locked
into these accounts and the use of these funds for college expenses- creat
'ha a tax liability But ;! higher education leaders and interested con-
ciressmen pursue the possibility of allowing parents to borrow from IRA's
without tax penalties, the IRA coi_ild nprome a rich resource for /71 g he 1

education

Administration and general institutional expenditures received a larger
share of the budget in 1980 than in 1968. Public institutions these days are
spending slightly more on research and public service, particularly the latter
Private institutions devote more of their funds to student aid In this analysis
of budget percentaaes, the category of "instruction and departmental
researchr is on the losing end in both sectors The cause is no secret
acuity salaries nave not risen as rapidly as prices during the 1970's. The

decline in faculty pay in the 1970's matches almost exactly the increases
in pay of the 7960's. When faculty salaries are compared with other
professionals, however the decline in relative pay is severe. Dentists, for
example earned about as much as faculty in 1940. By 1980 the average
earnings by dentists was almost 175 percent higher than those of profes-
sors One costless way in which college administrators can increase the in-
come of faculty is to allow grants and contrzcts to pay override' income to
faculty For example, a professor who receives a grant might write the
budget to include a 15 or 20 percent salary supplement At public institu-

2
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!ions such a change may require system or even legislative approval An im-

pediment to such a policy is that it may be viewed as a form of institution-

alized double dipping' and therefore, politically awkward to initiate

However public concern about the inadequacy of faculty salaries is rising

and now may be an appropriate time to institute incentives like this A

potential drawback of this policy is that it might tip the balance of faculty
activities from teaching to research Bonuses to particularly effective tea-
chers ma,, be a desirable counter -weight

Analysts have also expressed concern about the rising incidence of

deferred maintenance Although the percent of educational and general ex-

penditures devoted to plant operation and maintenance has not changed ap-

preciably this percentage statistic is an inadequate indicator One reason is

that it fails to consider the amount of construction that has occurred in

re:ent decades "Maintenance and plant operation" expenditures per

57003 s of pi, declined 43 percent over the decade. Even this statistic

may understate tne magnitude of the problem A larger percentage of recent

h-'aintenance and pant operation e xpenditures is devoted to fuel costs Col-

leges Irk,e every other organization buying fuel have been forced to pay

much n. over mark et prices At some campuses, added expenditures for
security have further diluted the maintenance and operations' budget Ad-

ciitionallv plant values have an historical basis if pant replacement values

.,..iere in the denominator, the ratio of expenditures to plant value would have

shown an even greater decline It is impossible to estimate how much of

tne drop in maintenance expenditures has been absorbed by improved ef-

ficiencti or by reducing cosmetic activities cutting lawns less often,

a sr-lino windowis more infrequently and similar savings To the extent that

the reducton in maintenance expenditures has created a backlog of necessary

structural repairs the physical plants of colleges and universities will

deteriorate and major capital outlays will be necessary in the coming decades

Conversat,oLs with campus officials as well as other data collected
reveal that the enrollments are being maintained by "scrambling." The per-

cent of applicants accepted, for example, has nsen The apparently liberal-

1:ed admissions policies are especially noticeable at public and private Com-

prehensive Colleges and Universities and at Private Liberal Arts II colleges In

contrast to the percentage of students accepted the matriculation yields'

from students offered admission s7e down, part cularly at the public institu-

tions Average SAT scores for entering freshman are down f or all

categories of institutions, but the I ate of change parallels the average score

for all test takers When campus officials discuss their concerns for their

colleges they typically mention enrollments and related issues first These

administrators are doing almost everything they can to make their institutions

more attractive tc students- -to both traditiona' young adults as well as to

area residents If academic accommodations are taken to extremes an sub-

-3-
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vent the curriculum, then there will be cause for alarm. The results of the
IFI, while not specifically addressing academic abuses, provide evidence
that this competition for students may be causing some positive influences
on educational processes and procedures.

CHANGES IN CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT

Changing faculty responses to the Institutional Functioning Inventory
reveal several clear land statistically significant) trends occurring during the
decade Most of these changes support commonly held perceptions about
the current higher education environment. Particularly noticeable is the in-
rrease in the continuing education efforts of these institutions. In the early
seventies two-thirds of the faculty responded that their campus had an adult
education program By 1981, almost 80 percent reported the existence of
these programs Campus diversity has increased socio-economically but not
politically. Many more students of varying babkgrounds and abilities are at-
tending in the 1980 s Consequently there has been a large increase in the
visibility of orogra-ls for disadvantaged students These programs are only a
part of the strb'.-lural changes that have occurred to meet the needs of lin
ciergraduate stucents Faculty responses indicate that tenure and promotion
art' more likely to be based on teaching effectiveness. These faculty also
report that their colieagues are more concerned with "the best method tc
communicate kno.Adedge to undergraduates" and with getting to know their
students better

Faculty per :eve their colleges to be less democratically governed
According to the respondents, administrators are making more of the deci-
sions and involving students and faculty less than they did in the early
197'0 s. Professors also perceive considerably less academic innovation, and
in the 1980 s the impetus behind new ideas is more likely to be financial
As college campuses have become more conservative the constituent groups
also have exhibited less interest in improving society. Faculty note this
reduced concern in themselves, in their students, and in the administrators
and the trustees of the institutions.

The "scramble" for students has intruded upon the college environ-
ment. Colleges are not as free wheeling in the 1980's and probabi;
not as much fun. In spite of the declines measured by the IF!, the col-
leges studied are function,ng about as effectively as they did in the early
seventies. The instruction of undergraduate students is receiving more atten-
tion Disadvantaged students are more likely to get remedial work, and col-
leges are reaching Out and offering their services more regularly to their
neidhbors

Tne changes on the IFI scales were not uniform for all groups of in-

14
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stitutions This is particularly noticeable in the public sector State supported
universitiesboth the comprehensive regional ones and those with a major
commitment to research and doctoral programs exhibited increase:; in
almost all areas except Concern for Innovation. In contrast, the community
colleges declined on four scales with the rest of the IFI indices remain-
ing essentially unchanged. Most of the faculty at these two-year institutions
perceive themselves to be largely excluded from government Morale has
declined precipitously The innovative character and willingness to experiment
also appear greatly diminished at community colleges

A comparison of the two sets of faculty surveys confirmed anecdotal
reports about changes in American higher education There has been, for ex-
ample. greater emphasis on continuing education but otherwise less innova-
tion There have been changes in groups and in single institutions that are un-
expected and startling and in many cases undesirable. It is important that
deterioration of campus climate and capacities not be allowed to go un-
attended. True, the problems of balancing budgets, negotiating contracts, and
settling legal claims are real and immediate, demanding administrative attention
The more ambiguous problems concerning campus climate and effectiveness,
however, should not be simply relegated to mention at a college s annual

convocation and then be set aside while the more clamorous problems are
attended to, as is current custom For after a vvhile, the educational and en-
vironmental erosions can become so great as to be virtually irreversible
Regular surveys of faculty, students, and staff are one way to gather objec-
tive data about these changes. These data. of course, are not an end in

themselves They will often require further investigation and clarification
However, such surveys bring a sense of objectivity and immediacy to the
issues and increase the likelihood that the problems will receive timely atten-
tion Administrators are urged to use surveys on a regular basis to assess
campus climate. The results should be discussed in committees with ad-
ministrators and other relevant constitutent groups with foll-w-up action as
necessary

The attempt to relate changes in the IFI with changes In institu-
tional finance was almost totally unsuccessful. Several methods were tried
and none showed any significant relationships One reason for the absence of
a correlation is that neither the financial nor the functioning measures are
without problems. More important, however, is the fact that as financial

problems develop, institutions and their faculties try harder This institu-
tional mobilization acts as a buffer between finan:'s and effectiveness. If
enrollments begin to slip, for example, more attention is given to the in-
structional process and to continuing education' programs. It would be
foolish. of course, to assert that changes in available resources are not re-
lated to campus functioning and that extra effort can replace all lost
funds. However, during the 1970's, it appears that other internal and ex-

-5-
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ternal forces were more significant factors than finance in determining the
campus environment.

SUCCESSFUL AND UNSUCCESSFUL COLLEGES

The most important finding to come from the college visits is that ad-
ministrative leadership generally, presidential leadership specifically, is still an
important force on many campuses The thirteen institutions visited were not
among the largest nor most prestigious institutions in the country At these
more modest colleges and universities, presidents have enormous influence
on the campus environment and on institutional effectiveness

Direct intrusion by presidents and other senior administrators was
however qu!te limited High levels of democratic governance were espe-
cially notic- Ole in the most effectively managed institutions and were
generally a.5sent in the least effective institutions. The relationship between
effectiveness and democratic governance is attributed to the difficulty of
measuring and evaluating college outcomes If one cannot gauge the out-
comes with some precision. it follows that it will be difficult to evaluate and
control faculty This is particularly true if tenure and collective bargaining
agreements intrude in personnel policies For an institution to be successful
the faculty must be creative, energetic, and dedicated to their institution.

Sustaining these qualities for a prolonged period of time is a monumental
task and probably cannot be achieved through bureaucratic management If
you cannot measure with reasonable accuracy what someone is doing. you
cannot evaluate and control that individual with ordinary management
techniques. Professors must believe in their institutions; they must assume'
a sense of proprietorship for their campuses. Democratic governance may
be the best means by which to cultivate this "ownership" attitude. For if
faculty feel that the institution is theirs to govern. their energies will more
likely be given to its best interests This seems tc be as true at community
colleges as it is at f our-year institutions The level of institutional finan-
cial support and faculty salaries appear to have less effect on faculty
morale than the meaningful participation of faculty in governance.
Regardless of financial pressures, college and university leaders should
maintain their commitment to collegial governance traditions.

Presidents and senior administrators at the most successful colleges
and universities did intrude in personnel matters. The effective officers,
unl, those at less successful institutions, were more likely to contravene
her inc, promotion, and tenure decisions made in faculty committees. This
intervention was not arbitrary nor taken with insufficient cause All success-
ful administrators preferred positive actions The officers offered symbolic
and material rewards for professoria' -)ccomplishments. A problem at public

-6-
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institutions is that budget and collective bargaining rules tend to constrain ad-

ministrative action Several presidents at public colleges and universities cir-

cumvented this limitation through the creation of quasi-independent foun-

dations. The foundations are corporately independent but their sole purpose

is to aid and develop a public college or university A major use of the in-

come from these foundations is for faculty development and reward

In spite of the reservations that have been expressed recently regard-

ing institutional planning, successful institutions in this study were much
more likely to have highly developed plans and to rely upon them. Effec-
tive administrators, especially at private institutions, used the long-range plans

for framing and analyzing management decisions. Effective administrators in

the public sector showed a greater sense of organization and more attention

to data analysis than administrators in the less effective colleges. but the dis-
parity was not as obvious as in the private sector The reason is that ad-

ministrators at private institutions are essentially dealing with an impersonal

environment. They must collect information about the environment, analyze it,

and disseminate the results within their organization. There is little else they

can do to get ready for the future Weather reports are not perfect but

they help one prepare. In contrast, the "environment" of public ages is

more interactive with the state government taking the form of an or-
ganizational deity. All planning can go awry if the state capital decides on a

budget cut Some organizational effort at public colleges may be usefully
diverted from planning to convincing the state officials that rain in this
season of the college's life would be particularly detrimental to the public

good.

Another observation that arises from these visits is that educational

leadership can be more difficult at publicly supported colleges than at inde-

pendent institutions The faculty of private institutions more commonly per-

ceive their institutions as at risk. They worry about tuition that they might
not be able to afford for their own children They are much more likely to

accept program changes, budget cuts, and professional discomfort if the

changes are perceived to be in the best interest of their institution. The

president of a public college is likely to be viewed by the faculty as guardian

of the budget. The president's job, from this perspective, is to maintain or

increase the current level of public funding He or she is not expected to
disrupt significantly the operation of the college. If the budget of a public

college is insufficient, the president is the first to be blamed. At each of

two public universities with succ:.ssful activist presidents, there was a harsh

campus-wide recognition of institutional jeopardy before changes were

forthcoming In one case, tenured faculty were laid off by the previous

president; in the other, the university's closing had been publicly announced

These situations created leadership legitimacy for the presidents. System and

public officials can assist presidents in their managerial efforts by clearly

-7-
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an directly communicating to col lege C017.SHIUPI1Cles about public financial
pied cainent s as then' occur. These officials, of course, should avoid inter fer
ing in campus affairs

In the 1960 s new. students and new funds pushed American colleges
and universities into new waters. and old programs were enriched and ex-
panded But now the era of growing resources for higher education has end-

ed Colleges and universities are no longer sailing downwind Rather, the

financial gusts are blowing in their faces As unsettling as this fact is, the

results of the study reported in this volume provide some encouragement
Tne findings indicate that with strong leadership and with careful charting of
a course colleges can beat to windward Administrators must tend the rudder

on!";:ient1.7.,)Sk, but if tne rnetapno' holds the ride will be more exhilarating

1:,/,'?1,11d,it1 or75

The oeii2rining pr oportion of the budget devoted to 'instruction and

departmental researcn is a decade -long phenomenon One reason for this

reduction is that faculty salaries have not kept pace with inflation Ad-
ministrators and trustees must be vigilant in their efforts to maintain adequate
faculty salaries An institutional policy that allov.s research and service grants
to pay salary supplements to prof essors serves a dual purpose It en-

courages scholarship and service and raises the income of productive faculty.
Administrators at private institutions should initiate such a policy Their public
counterparts may need to persuade state officials of the merits of such a
program Bonuses to the best teachers could be used to reward and en-
courage teaching excellence

In spite of financial pressures college and university administrators

should not abandon the traditional shared governance system There is

evidence that this abandonment is occurring There is also evidence that

autocratic decision making has a greater negative effect on faculty morale
tnan does reduction in institutional finances or faculty salary levels College

administrators must maintain an open communication system with all con-

stituents On many campuses college faculty are unaware of the problems
facing their institutions

-He importance of shared governance notwithstanding, activist ad-
ministrators can be very effective Judicious intervention in personnel deci-
sions is most appropriate When possible, intervention should be positive in

nature special recognition for outstanding scholarship, teaching, or service
Effective leadership may also require bold negative actions overtur'ning

faculty committee decisions dramatically altering the standards for promotion
and tenure and breaking tenure commitments with due cause

in spite of recent cynicism about rational decision making, planning is
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not an outmoded concept. Careful attention to planning is particularly impor-
tant for private institutions

Public college administrators are often shackled by line item budgets
and other formal financial limitations. Officers at these institutions should

help set up quasi-independent foundations. Income from these foundations
provides a flexible source of funding which can be used for rewarding
productive faculty, for seed money in new program initiatives, or for many
other useful purposes.

Under pressure to balance budgets, negotiate contracts, and keep
institutional legal commitments. administrators can neglect the more subtle, but
equally imoortant issue of campus climate Campus officials should objectively
and regularly "take the pulse.' of campus attitudes so that appropriate and
timely corrective action can be taken The IFI is one instrument that is

suitable for this Some college research officers may wish to devise their
own survey

There are measured instructional and outreach benefits associated in
the current 'scramble- for students College administrators, however, must
minimize any negati:de consequences. One potential consequence is an over-
emphasis on vocational programs Others may include unethical recruiting,
slipshod program development, or diminished educational standards.

College officials should stand as a bulwark against the rising tide of
vocationalism. An important reason for public support of colleges and uni.,ier-
sales is their commitment to the betterment of society If colleges assume

the role of two-year and four-year vocational institutions, public largess for
higher education may diminish and more nearly approximate the support of-
fered proprietary institutions.

The decline and dilution of maintenance expenditures are a cause for
modest concern on some campuses and are a cause for alarm at others.

Campus officials must maintain the basic physical integrity of their campuses.
There are, of course, many competing budgetary claims. Administrators at
public institutions should document the need for increased maintenance ex-
perlitures and press the issue with state officials. Private institutions need to
pres'nt their case to donors. In both sectors the faculty and other con-
stituent groups need to be made aware of the long-term problems as-
sociated with deferred structural maintenance.

Recommendatior7s for Public Officials

During the 1970's, the source of funding for American higher

education moved away from the campus to ever higher levels of government
Federal funds have replaced tuition at private institutions and replaced state

-9-
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dollars at public institutions Local resources have become proportionately
less significant and state resources more significant at public two-year col-
leges In spite of their increased leverage, federal and state of ficials should
resist the temptation to interfere in campus affairs. The nature of higher
education highly trained professionals working independently inevitably

brings a certain amount of waste Attempts to eradicate all waste would
simultaneously limit scholarly and instructional creativity Public officials should
look for funding mechanisms that limit the likelihood of direct interference
Portable student grants of fer one approach to this problem

Parnily resources represent the largest realistic source of additional
funds for colleges and universities Higher education of ficials, working with
Congress should propose legislation that would allow parents to borrow
from IRA s for college expenses without tax penalty

Public college presidents are in a particularly paradoxical position
State and local education of ficials want them to reduce educational expen-
ditures while their faculty expects them to bring an even larger share of
public funds State and local of ficials can assist presidents in their duty as
guardians of the public treasury by communicating the government s needs
and constraints in more detail to the entire higher education community When
faculty Bette" understand budgetary pressures. organizational and instructional
change is easier to achieve

Faculty salaries declined significantly during the 1970's Although at
present there is no large exodus from college teaching certain disciplines are

unable to attract all the qualified teachers that are necessary State of ficials
snould carefully review the salaries of public college professors to be sure
that they are competitive in all disciplines As advocated in the recommen-
dations to college of ficials, state policy should allow for salary overrides for
these professors with grants and contracts

While enrollments rose in public colleges and universities and in

larger private universities, small private colleges had virtually stable enroll-

ments during the 1970 s Although the less prestigious liberal arts colleges

still exhibit a strong commitment to undergraduate learning and although

faculty morale is still high. these institutions have not been able to build a
financial reserve as have other private colleges. Public officials should care-
fully monitor and assess the vulnerability of all private institutions, especially
the small liberal arts colleges, as the competition for enrollment grows in the
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CHAPTER ONE
THE STUDY

It is commonly perceived that the 1970's were a time of restricted
resources for higher education and that the 1980's and 1990's are likely to
be decades of true penury. Titles of two monographs published by a leading
higher education association reflect this evolving perception. In 1974, the
American Association for Higher Education IAAHEI published Higher Educa-

tion and the Steady State: The authors, Leslie and Miller, argue that colleges
and universities will have to prepare for the end of growth. Five years later
AAHE published Mortimer and Tierney's The Three "R's" of the Eighties:
Reduction, Reallocation and Retrenchment2 which presented a much grimmer
prognosis. As a consequence of this increased fiscal concern and anxiety, a
great deal of research has focused on evaluating the financial health of col-
leges and universities. The models for these analyses are typically borrowed
from the profit-seeking sector; specifically, the tools of corporate financial
analysts have been adapted for use in higher education. This corporate
financial analytic approach is certainly useful. When applied to non--profit or-
ganizations, however, it is structurally inadequate and potentially dysfunctional.
This is so because of the difference in goal orientations between the prof it
and non-profit sectors.

American corporations have the avowed goa! of producing a profit
They raise capital with the intent of making it grow and enriching their

shareholders. The results of these corporate efforts are expressed in finan-
cial terms, generally as a ratio of output to input. Measures such as return
on investment, earnings per share, and related trend data have singular sig-
nif !canoe to the profit-seeking organization. These statements are not in-
tended as argument that the financial analysis of corporations is a simple-
minded science Although the profit -to- equity measures are relatively

straightforward indicators of past performance, they are less significant for
predicting future performance To predict future performance, estimates of
risk must be considered. To estimate risk a variety of measures are used in-
cluding evaluation of product. management, competition, and other external

'Larry L. Leslie and Howard F. Miller, Jr Higher Education and the Steady
State (Washington. D C. American Association for Higher Education, 1974).

2 Kenneth P Mortimer and Michael L. Tierney The Three "R's" of the

Eighties: Reduction, Reallocation and Retrenchment, (VVashington,

D C .American Association of Higher Education, 1979).
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forces Nevertheless, corporate management and the financial community

carefully follow the basic fiscal data (sales and return on investment) and

pass judgment on the health of companies or industries Similarly, the

government can set policy based on its interpretations of the financial

figures

Non-profit organizations. including public and private colleges and

universities exist to deliver services to the public. Their goal is to deliver the
highest quality services at the lowest cost. Unlike their profit-seeking
cousins, there are no clear measures of effectiveness One reason is that

outputs and inputs are not in the same denomination As a result of this dis-

crepancy. ratios of one to the other lack independent meaning If a college
exoends 54000 per student. there is no way to assess whether this is high.

loin' or moderate without knowing a good deal more about the college's

goals programs. and other characteristics Moreover, all evaluations must be

balanced on a scale of personal or legislative concern. Medical education is
much more expensive than legal education. Remedial instruction is more costly
than many other forms of education Where and how institutions spend their
funds must be determined by legislators, trustees. administrators and their

constituents The final cost- effectiveness determination is inherently a value

decision

Though in the long term, it is undeniably true that incoming resources
must equal or exceed the resources consumed. This financial information is
necessary but insufficient to evaluate the health of the non-profit organiza-
tion Indeed it makes little sense to talk independently about the financial
health of non-profit organizations. Their health is determined by their ability
to effectively carry out their mission In spite of this. public policy makers
are showing increasing interest in "financial health." Farmer hints at the

problems inherent in this effort. "One of the key uses of (financial) data over
the next few years will be to provide 'financial indicators' and to give institu-
tions the means to compare their condition to similar institutions. As often is
the case, financial indicators may be asked to bear a burden that is at best

.uncomfortable and at worst intolerable' 3 (emphasis mine). The use of near-

financial measures. like enrollment, for determining institutional health also

tends to ignore the more fundamental issue of goal achievement. Deitch asks
the question directly. "To what extent will education's financial difficulties im-

pair the sector s ability to accomplish its principal functions of learning and

James Farmer, Agenda for 1979 Measuring the Financial Conditions of
Colleges and Universit es (Washington, D.C.. American Council on Education.

1979) p 161
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The Study

THE REPORT

This report is a product of a study of the changes that took place at

ninety-three public and private colleges and universities during the 1970 s

The report and the research upon which it is based. have several areas of

inquiry Chapter two reports an evaluation of financial trends in American

higher education during the decade Changes in college functioning as per

delved by faculty. are presented in Chapters three and four Chapter f rye at-

tempts to relate the changes in finance to changes in functioning In essence.

this chapter tests the assumption that institutions with reduced resources will

be less effective In addition. Chapter six reports on visits to thirteen col-

leges and universities that participated in the study These visits add texture

to the analysis as well as providing alternative explanations for college suc-

cess or failure Chapter seven summarizes the findings

THE COLLEGES AND THE
INFORMATION THEY SUPPLIED

In 1980 ninety-three institutions agreed to participate in a study of

the financial and educational trends in American higher education The inves-

tigation employed a tripartite methodology. Complete financial and other

statistical data were gathered for five academic year. 1967-68 1970- 71
1973-74, 1976-77, and 1979-80 Each institution in the study administered

a standardized instrument to a sample of faculty lin some cases to their en-

tire faculty) in two time periods The first period of faculty surveys was

near the beginning of the 1970 s and the second period was between 1979

and 1981 In addition thirteen colleges were visited These visits assisted the

project staff m interpreting statistical data and added contextual information

f or this report This report is based on the results of that study and this

chapter explains the information that was gathered

The Sampie

Educational Testing Service s Institutional Functioning Inventory IIFI) is a

survey used to gauae campus climate and operations Because it was impor-

tant to have baseline data on all participating institutions, only the 220 col-

leges that had used the standardized IFI between 1968 and 1974 were

"Kenneth Deitch. Some Aspects of the Economics of American

Education (Cambridge Massachusetts Sloan Commission on Government and

Higher Education, 1977) p 131
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eligible to be included. Each v-,/as asked if it would be willing to participate.
and 125 agreed (57%). The sample was reduced for two reasons
Budgeting constraints limited the number of colleges that could be included.
and, in some cases, close inspection showed the early IFI data to be un-
usable The final sample consists of ninety-three public and private colleges
and universities. They are listed in Appendix A, using the Carnegie Classifica-
tion of 1976 5

Most groups of institutions are well represented There are six public
research and doctoral institutions, of which are flagship institutions
Nineteen public comprehensive colleges participated as did ten public com-
munity colleges Fifty-eight private colleges and universities are in the sample.
of which fifty-three are comprehensive universities or liberal arts colleges
Only three private research universities had used the IFI during the baseline
time period The sample of two in this category, therefore, is understandable
but still inadequate. Names have been omitted from this group in Appendix A
to insure the promised confidentiality. Enrollments at private research and
doctoral institutions account for only 6 percent of all college enrollments in
1975, but the influence of these institutions is far greater than their enroll-
ment share. The number in this sample cell is a significant constraint of the
study. There are only three private two-year colleges in the study. The same
problem that occurred in creating the sample of private research universities
prevailed Yet, as a group, these institutions enroll a far smaller percentage of
students than the universities and are much less influential.

Of the ninety-three institutions, 35 percent are located !ri the North-
east 42 percent in the North Central states, 15 percent in tne South, and 8
percent in the West. The Northeast and North Central states are somewhat
over-represented, as shown in Table 1-1

Weighting the Results The results of most of the analyses were
weighted so that the final results better project national trends. The weights
used are by sector and Carnegie Classification, and are based on the per-
centage of students enrolled in 1975-76. For example, private doctoral
research universities account for 6 percent of all enrollments but only 2
percent of this sample. The statistical procedures were weighted so that the
data of this group have the equivalent effect of 6 percent of the sample.

Within sector and Carnegie Classification no weighting was required
Enrollment charge reported for public community colleges, for example, is
simply the numerical average of enrollment changes at the ten institutions in
the sample

5A Classification of Institutions of Higher Education (New York! The
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1976).
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Table 1-1: Geographic Distribution of the Sample

Percent of Sample Percent of All Institutions

Northeastern States 35% 25%

North Central States 42% 27%

Southern States 15% 32%

Western States 8% 16%

100% 100%

Financial Data and Analyses

This section is entitled Financial Data and Analyses but the term
financial'. is given a broad meaning here and includes personnel and enroll-

ment data Indeed. all institutional summary statistics except the IFI have becin
categorized as financial data and are included in this section Unless other-
wise noted. data were collected for the 1967-68. 1970-71, 1973 -74
1976-77, and the 1979-80 academic years.

Personnel Data The National Center for Education Statistics' (NCES)

Higher Education General Information Survey (HEGIS) report of Salaries,
Tenure. and Fringe Benefits of Full-Time Institutional Faculty was the main
source of data of this section This survey is used to generate data on
salaries and number of faculty Because NCES did not collect these data in
1973-74.none are available for that year There were some significant
changes on the form from the first to the last year of the study, but the
data were re-worked to create consistent statistics for each year For ex-
ample, salary information was in various forms In this study, 'average salary'
is determined by averaaing the average assistant professor s salary, the

average associate professor s salary, and the average full )rofessor's salary
To the extent that faculty have aged (Le., the ratio of full to assistant
professors has risen over the decade). the trend of this statistic will under-
state the trend in the average faculty member s salary However, the trend of
this statistic will accurately reflect changes in how competitive ',iculty salaries
are with respect to salaries in other occupations Salary trend data for
professors and other professionals from the American Association of
University Professors v.,ere used to supplement the salary analysis.

The participating colleges were also asked to supply information on
faculty workload policies for 1970-71 and 1979-80 Workload is defined
as the number of classes professors are required to teach each year

Student Data Enrollments were determined using HEMS data The
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number of full-time equivalent students (FTE's) was determined by adding
one-third of the part-time head count to the full-time headcount Institutions
also supplied information on the number of freshman applications, accep-
tances, and the matriculation rate In addition, institutions supplied SAT and
ACT scores ACT scores were converted to SAT score equivalents using a

concordance table published by Chase and Barritt 6 There are some problems

with this conversion. but they are largely theoretical and unimportant for this
type of application

Financial Data There were three sources of financial information in

this study NCES s HEGIS Financial Statistics of Institutions of Higher Educa-
tion was the primary one Other data came from institutional financial reports
and also from direct questions of financial officers All income and expen-
diture data are expressed in constant 1979-80 dollars Although the HEGIS
financial reporting categories are not cons sent from the early years to the
latter years, great care was taken to ensure data comparability even at the
expense of detail For example. the 1971 and 1974 HEGIS expense reports
included libraries. but not academic support,' -student support," or general

institutional support" These items are included in 'other educational and

general' As a result. these categories of expense data for each year are ag-
gregated in the other' category. In some cases, there was no obvious ag-
gregate category The separate listing of 'student aid revenues" in 1968 is an
example In these cases, the staff consulted the college s full financial report
to determine how consistency would best be served These classification
problems notwithstanding most of the categories are consistent from year to
year with reliability of items improving in the latter years

Institutions were also asked to supply either fund balance and transfer
data or full financial reports Most chose to send the financial reports In ad-

dition the colleges were asked specific questions about state scholarship
data, the inclusion of BEOG funds in their scholarship expense data, and in-
stitutional tuition levels

If a university had a hospital and a medical school, ail these financial
data were eliminated from their reports because these expenses are so large
that they distort ,:ompa...isons In addition, respondents were asked to com-
ment on structigal and/or financial changes that could affect the consistency

Clinton I Chase and L Spencer Barritt, "A Table of Concordance between
ACT and SAT" College Student Personnel. Vol 7, No 2, 1966

7E James Maxey and Oscar T Lenning. Another Look at Concordance
Tables between ACT and SAT,' College Student Personnel, Vc 15, No 4,

1974
2 6
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Table 3-7: :n %'1eetng Locai Needs Scale for Vvh(cn Responses

Cnanaed at leas? 5 Fercentdes

Percent Answering "yes"
or "agree/strongly agree"

Item No Item Early Admin. Late Admin

73 This institution operates a program F6 79

of evening courses open to local
area residents

75 Courses are offered through which 44 62

local area residents may be retrained
or upgraded in their job skills

77 Counseling services are available 39 59

to adults in the loca area seeking
information about eduCational and
occupational matters.

80 There is a job placement service 75 82

through which local employers may
hire students for full- or part-
time work.

82 Facilities are made available to 74 81

local groups and organizations
for meetings, short courses clinics.
forums, and the like.

86 There are a number of courses or 42 59

programs that are designed to provide
manpower for local area business, in-

dustry. or public services.

87 Courses dealing with artistic expres- 48 60

sion or appreciation are available to
all adults in the local area.

91 The curriculum is deliberately de- 52 59

signed to accommodate a great diver-
sity in stuoent ability levels and
educational-vocational aspirations.

95 Attention is given to maintaining 49 63

fairly close relationships with
businesses and industries in the
local area

119 There are no courses or programs 37 12

for students with educational
deficiencies, i.e remedial work.

seem more inclined tov.ard knowledge-producing activities Iite-ns 79 and 821,

yet trustees and administrators seem less committed (items 99 and 1291

The explanation may be that faculty may perceive the need to be academic

"'triple threats' teaching, service, and scholarship in order to succeed

professionally in a worsening labor market Trustees and administrators, in

contrast may v\,,ish to bolster teaching because it is the primary source of
revenue Item 74 rndrcates government grant and contract funds are increas-

Ind This may be a misleading item for this scale if the increase is a result

of Title III FIPSE and training grants rather than research money

Items 94 and 109 ask about the availability of labs and computers The
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ncticnnp

;)!arng Scale f0.7 V*-1r,

Pt lea:I E. Percentiles

Percent Answering "yes"
or agree strongly agree"

Item No Early Admin Late Admin

76 Tih'-t nnai ;-?-3i, for 40 57

the ins: tuto irit embodied
in a written dr:cment 07'' distri-

bution tnr-,,oncu; tni_. institution

E4 The nstit--, lono range 56 65

pasec on a -e....oraul, clear
stterv.i-lt GI

102 The cono,. 'nal . taen place 55 63

at thls iri.;itution in recent
years has of-en more the result
of inte-nal and cternal influences
than at -rv..;,tutional purposes
and Ct .1 ti glann,ng based

thereon,

106 Curren'l the is wic_. discussion 60 54

and dch!'.2 the campus community
about the institution will
or should be ,,eeving to accomplish
fii,e to ten ye.irs in the future..

Table 3-9:

Item No

'fl ner c Advancing Knowledge Scale tc.,

Cnanged at least 5 Percentiles

Percent Answering "yes"
or "agree,strongly agree"

item Early Admin. Late Admin.

74 Government or foundation research 16

grants comprise a substantial portion
of the institution s income

24

79 A number of department.; frequently 46 51

hold seminars or colloquia in which a
visiting scholar discusses his ideas
or research findinas

82 Quite a number of faculty members 20 32

have had books published in the past
two or three years.

94 Extensive laboratory facilities exist 36 29
for research in tne natural sciences

99 In general. the governing board is 46 36
committed to the view that advance-
ment of knowledge through research
and scholarship is a major
institutional purpose.

109 Professors engaged in research that 5q 70
requires use of a computer have e-sy
access to such equipment.

129 Senior administrators do not consider 41 48

advancement of knowledge through re-
search to be an important institu-
tional purpose

changing responses cantarm to generally held perceptions of trends
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Ccirrpti,?es are mere YVhether tne prolif era:11:w r corn

piuter technc).logy at ccileges nas kept pace advances in the state of the

an is not ahs.-.ereg by item 109 Item 94 gives evidence that labo7atz,,ries
f or natu-al sciences are iess adequate at the end of the decade

Concern for Innovation

The Innovation scale declined from the 50th to the 30th percentile of
the ETS norms nth all eight of the items on Table 3-10 supporting this

trend Items 98 and 107 specificaHy ask about major changes ;mat have
recently taken place and both snov. large shifts in the percentage of faculty
recognizing su:h changes The degree of complacency (item 124! has

measurabl increi!iised on American campuses Item 113 suggests That

academic changes are somewhat more likely to be made on the basis of

financial criteria in 1980

Table 3-10: !terns on the Concern for Innovation Scale for VV.Hch
Responses Changed at least 5 Percentiles

Percent Answering "yes"
or "agree/strongly agree"

Item No. Item Early Admin. Late Admin.

96 There is a general willingness 81 74

here to experiment with innova-
tions that have shown promise at
other institutions

98 In the last few years, there have 28 53

been a number of major departures
from old ways of doing things at
this institution

101 High-ranking administrators or 77 70

department chairmen generally
encourage professors to experiment
with new courses and teaching
methods.

107 There have been few significant 25 43

changes in the overall curriculum
in the past five years.

113 Proposed curricular changes seem to 42 47

be accepted or rejected more on the
basis of financial considerations
than of assumed educational merit.

114 The curriculum committee of the 60 55

college concerns itself with basic
curriculum Issues rather than, for
example, merely approving or dis-
approving new courses.

120 This institution would be willing 58 48

to be among the first to experiment
with a novel educational program or
method if it appeared promising.

124 There is an air of complacency among 36 43

many of the staff, a general feeling
that most things at the college are
all right as they are
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Lhanget, Campus Functionind

sca,e rea::y a multi-dimensional scale attested
Spirit is probably best measured simpiv

Table tne Esp.nt Scale for Vi.i'hich Responses
Cnanded at least 5 Percentiles

Percent Answering "yes"
or "agree:strongly agree"

Item Nc Item Early Admin Late Adman

9- st faculty members consider
tne senior administrators on
campus to be able and well-
qualified for tneir positions

F6 57

104 Generally speak inq, top-level
administrators are providing
effective educational leadership.

62 54

716 Close personal friendships between
administrators and faculty members
are quite common

61 55

12:1 In general, faculty morale is high 61 51

121 The faculty in general is strongly 76 71

committed to the acknowledged
purposes and ideals of the
institution

by tern 123 irie percent aareeing that faculty morale is nigh fell from 61
tc b 1 percent an important decline Paraliel to this decrease in morale

e find f e,. r faculty confidence in their administrations (items 97, 104
and 116
Der :en;

rmun y
sly...w.n and

A,nd f acuity are less committed to their in mission (76
percent on item 12& In spite of these cnanges, a sense of

nas risen. slightly (58 percent to 60 percent on item 122 not
tartly sliantly more faculty members believe that their col-

ir-he it successful n achieving its various goals (70 to 72 percent on item

nicher education !F., comprised of a v.ide variety of institu

:Iona' Reports on large aggregations of coilege:: and universities can
disfort and oioscure trends within segments Charts 3-2 and 3-3 provide IFI
.....eig,nted average profiles for public and private institutions Charts 3-- 3

throuar: 11 give average IF scale scores for -,oublic and private institutions
by Carnegie Classification The discussion of those charts will focus
pi imarily on m- or discrepancies from the lEi profile of all colleges
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PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

widependent and state supported institutions differ more th respect
to the absolute levels of their profiles than they do respect to the
changes that have occurred (See Charts 3-2 and 3-3 ;

Public colleges understandably. exhibit higner average scores on the
Human Diversity and The Meeting Local Needs scales The smaller, more
residential private colleges score higher on Concern for Undergraduate
Learning and :nst.tutional Esprit The changes occurring over the decade are
quite similar at both sets of institutions although they sometimes differ in

degree

Public and Private colleges show Increases of approximately the same
magnitude on the Concern f or Undergraduate Learning and the Human Diver-
sity scales and comparcsble declines on the Democratic Governance Scale
Independent colleges rose more on the Self-Study and Planning scale and
also on Meeting Local Needs Part of the explanation f or the latter is that
public colleges .,here so involved in continuing education and related activities
in the early 1970 s that increases were not as noticeable. Average scores
on Concern for Improvement of Society and Concern for Innovation slipped
in both sectors with the declines in the private sector being somewhat larger.
Item responses p-ovide additional useful details For example, item 18 asks
about college involvement in improving urban life. At the publicly supported
colleges, there is an 8 percentage point decline in faculty members ack-
nowledging less :nvolvernert At private institutions the decline is 20 percent

Similarly, in terms of innovation, we find a 30 percentage point drop
;n private college professors responding that there are major departures
from old ways of doing things At public colleges the decline is only 10
percentage points

On the Intellectual-Aesthetic Extracurriculum, Self Study and Planning,
Concern for Advancing Knowledge and Institutional Esprit scales neither sec-
tor showed much change

Only on the Freedom scale do the sectors diverge in direction sig-
nificantly The public sector is up 7 percentiles and the private sector down
in equal amount Item 61 asks if faculty feel free to express radical political
belief s in their classrooms Roughly two-thirds of both the public and

private sectors acknowledge this freedom, but the trends are different. In

1980 slightly more faculty members in the public sector affirm this freedom
In the private sector fe,ver faculty members in 1980 feel free to express
radical political beliefs Similarly, there has been a slight decrease in the ac-
ceptance of nonconformist student styles in public colleges (down 7 per-
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Chart 3-2: Changes on the Institutional Functioning inventory
Pubkc Colleges and Universities
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Cnanaes In Campus Functioning

centade G., ni" ::_-)M:Ared rtiiicri more severe de: Int.' at c)ri.atE_--

,dzi; , 9 ',ier cei:itacie points.

Public Institutions by Carnegie Classification

The cnronicie of chancing faculty opinions of public coliege operations
is indeed a story of institutional type Public colleges as a \whole have been

r:tabie !_--_,,arriining the data by Carnegie Classification however offers new
7,innts as evidenced on Chats 3-4 through 3-5

Research and Doctoral institutions These research institutions

erner oed f the decade in apparently better condition than at the start

Oriiv one average score tnat measuring Concern For Innovation declined

Sims of tne crandes are slight but run counter to :ne trends at most other
types colleges The stability of the Concern For Improvement of Society
scale an example of such a change The average score for every other
group of institutions declined on this scale It is unchanged over the decade

at researcr oriented public universities According to the perceptions of
facdly members it seems that aHministrators and trustees are at least par

r Item 34 aisl,s about faculty and administrators support for
solving social problems The number agreeing rose from 49 to 50 percent
Support declnec at all other institutions Probing for resistance from the

governing board item 70 shows that professors at the public research in

stitutions, notice less trustee opposition i35 percent to 33 percent) while
those at al; other Institutional types notice more 143 percent to 49 percent
The Human Diversity scale and the Meeting Local Needs scales increased

sob'f.antialh, sudoesting tnat these larger institutions are competing more with

community colleges f or disadvantaged and older students For example on

item 2 more faculty members observe the existence of disadvantaged stu-

dents 0 1 percent to 74 percent). and more are aware of remedial programs
177 percent to 93 percent on item 1191 There is a 36 percentage point in-

crease in professors citing strong efforts by these universities to attract
student: of diverse ethnic and social backgrounds' hem 19 ( The changes

are not limited to the types of students they seek, these universities are also

changing now tney compete In the early administration 79 percent cited the
existence of an adult program with evening courses That figure is now 96
percent item 73i

These large state universities scored at the 86th percentile on the
Concern for Advancing Knowledge scale In 1980 the average scale score

was slightly higher Concern for Undergraduate Learning. historically low at

these universities. rose about 7 percentage points The Institutional Esprit

scale .ivas up marginally However faculty morale declined quite significantly

In the early administration 54 percent agreed that faculty morale was high
but only 40 percent agreed at the end of the 1970 s
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Changes In Cannbus

s e.o nue.d S:a ;e scc,re ifrorri i;nie t s;

statist)c of cnange and most of the.
carcipJr. -men: provide eviicence that these iarge puni)s).

Aecanc ic. rather good C.:Dnait,or,

CnangeS

Cii.m.urehehisiiie Colleges and Universities These former teachers
no:. nave expanded their missions also shoe. largely positive

The Democratic Governance and Concern for Improvement of

scalec old not cnange The Concern for Innovation dropped but

oi:her changes ere ai positive and in several instances surpassed those of
is pupil: research universities Again there are fair, ,ubstantial increases

on the human Diversitv and Meeting Local Needs scales The same items at-
test to the possibility of greater competition with public community colleges
A larger proportion of faculty members ooserve disadvantaged students. (63
percent to 70 percent on item 2.1 and many more are aware of remedial
ur '69 percent to 92 percent on item 119) There is a twelve per-
centage point increase in faculty observing strong efforts to attract students

of diverse ethnic and social backgrounds wern 19) Evening courses for
area residents .-).ere commonly seen at the colleges in 1970 (74 percent on
item 73 Now they are aimost unanimously observed (94 percent)

Contrary to the trends at most groups of colleges, the Concern for
Advancing Knowledge scale rose significantly Item 99 shows no change in
trustee support of research but it does show a twelve percentage point in-
cre.:-)se in faculty citing administrative support Indeed more faculty believe
prornotions tc be based primarily on scholarship (8 percent to 15 percent on
item 90 A larger proportion of the faculty believe that many' of their col-
leagues have publisnea booKs recently (24 percent to 32 percent on item
82;

Community Colleges Seven of the eleven scale scores are essentially
unchanged In contrast with other public!.v supported colleges, however,
several scales have declined measurably The Concern for Innovation scale

fell 30 percentiles a change that seems ironic considering the historical

perception of community colleges as adaptable institutions 25 Democratic

Governance has fallen 35 percentiles In the early administration 55 percent
of the faculty members described governance as one in which faculty and
adm:nistration shared authority In the latest survey only 30 percent perceive
this sharing The slide of the Institutional Esprit scale was even more
pronounced 30 percentiles The prof essors at these ten institutions have
lost confidence it their administration For example 45 percent of the

James W Thornton Jr Tao Community Junior College (New `iork. John
Wiley. 1960) p 32
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Changes In Campus Functioning

faculty believe their administrators of fer effective leadership compared with
65 percent a decade ago (item 104) Morale has declined more than in any
other group of colleges studied 165 percent to 41 percent on item 1231

Why public community college faculty should he so dispirited is not clear
Some tentative explanations are offered in Chapter Seven

The difference in trends between community colleges and other public
striking that the possibility that the data are in error has

There are no comparable measures of environmental
however, recently compiled new normative data for corn-

The new norms were established by averaging the scores
public two-year colleges that used the IFI between 1977
of those are colleges from this study, the remaining thir-

institutions is so

been considered
change ETS has

munity college "c
from twenty- -one
and 1982 Eight

teen are not The average scale scores for the sample of twenty-one in-
stitutions coincides almost perfectly with the new average scores of the
sample of ten used in this study Only the Freedom scale score differs by
more than 5 deciles the average score on that scale for the sample of
21 falls 20 deciles below that of the sample in the study The close fit on
ten (.:- eleven scars is additional support that community college envirc-
rnents nave become particularly unsettled during the 1970 s

Private Institutions by Carnegie Classification

The story of changes at private colleges is not so neat nor so simple
as the one at public institutions (See Charts 3-7 through 3- 1 1) There are

several reasons for this complexity First the numbers of private research
universities and two-year colleges in the sample are very small Then, too,
the Carnegie Classification does not fit the private colleges as well as it does
those in the public sector particularly in the middle ranges For example,
the public comprehensive colleges are very similar to each other in their his-

tory and current mission 30 while the private comprehensive colleges are

much mc e diversified Some have a long history as universities, others are
liberal a-,s colleges to which graduate programs have been added Quite a

few of these private comprehensive colleges' more closely resemble liberal
arts colleges than universities Some have a strong religious heritage

In spite of these classification and sample problems. there is a good
deal of consensus across the groups The changes. on most of the scales

Comparative Data, Insti:.,!ional Functioning inventory, Communiry Col-
leges (Princeton N J Educational Testing Service, 19821

Cnr ...:opher Jencks and Da id Reesman The LIcacem,.c Revolution (Garden
Ciry Doubleday, 1968' p 232

-87-
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Changes In Campus Functioning

Chart 3-9: Changes on !.he Institutional Functioning Inventory:
Private Liberal Arts Colleges I
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Changes In Campus Functioning

Chart 3 -10: Changes on the Institutional Functioning Inventory.
Private Liberal Arts Colleges II
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Changes In Campus Functioning

Table 3 -12: Items Related to Disadvantaged Students at Private Liberal

Art I Colleges

Percent Answering "yes"
or "agree/strongly agree"

Item No. Item

2

11

Early Admin. Late Admin

There are provisions by which 66 55

some number of educationally
disadvantaged students may be
admitted to the institution with-
out meeting the normal entrance
requirements.

This institution.deliberately seeks 48 44

to admit a student body in which a
variety of attitudes and values will
be present.

19 A concerted effort is made to attract 52 48

students of diverse ethnic and social
backgrounds.

28 This institution tends to attract 77 81

students from a somewhat restricted
range of socioeconomic backgrounds.

53 Compared with most other colleges, 49 62

fewer minority groups are
represented on this campus.

119 There are no courses or programs 43 22

for students with educational
deficiencies, i.e., remedial work.

130 This institution considers its most 41 41

valuable service to lie in educating
the upper 10 percent or so of
secondary school graduates.
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are similar for all groups of colleges with only three notable exceptions
First. Concern for Improvement of Society and Institutional Esprit remain
constant at Liberal Arts II colleges and both scales fall significantly at all

other colleges The Liberal Arts II category has more religious institutions.
which may be an explanatory fact The steady and relatively high Institutional
Esprit score is particularly perplexing considering the financial weakness of
these small colleges Reviewing the items does not clarify the results Al-
though the facult,, express less confidence in their administrators (items 57
and 104 they believe that their colleges are more successful than a decade
earlier i72 percent to 7 7 percent on item 112) Currently 65 percent of the
faculty cite morale as high only 3 percent less than a decade earlier (item
123)

The final puzzle occurs at the Liberal Arts I colleges, which, contrary
to the trends at most other independent colleges, register a decline of 13
deciles on the Human Diversity scale The relevant items are listed on Table
3- 12 The numbers are not so dramatic until contrasted with other groups
of colleges Other institutions for reasons that may be educational or finan-
cial. are enrolling considerably more disadvantaged students The faculty
members at the more selective Liberal Arts I colleges see fewer dis-
advantaged and fewer minority students and more students from a restricted
socio-economic range Yet. there are more remedial programs on campus.
Have these colleges reached the point at which they feel additional dis-
advantaged students cannot be properly accommodated? Are the "missing
disadvantaged students really from lower middle income homes without
private or public resources to attend these colleges? Have these colleges
Dulled back from a commitment to disadvantaged and minority students be-
cause they perceive their competitive 'niche- to be that of serving primarily
the upper middle class7 Unfortunately, the data cannot answer these ques-
tions

SUMMARY

Aithouan it is common to refer to the seventies as a tumultuous
decade in higher education faculty perceptions of their campuses have
remained relatively stable The 1980 IFI profile of any type of college in ei-
ther sector is much more likely to resemble its own 1970 profile rather than
the profile of any other group of institutic,. s Both negative and positive
changes however have occurred Professors in 1980 believe that their
opinions on college operations are considered less, that innovation is a con-
siderably rarer commodity, and that the entire academic community is less
concerned \,..ith solving social prob!ems Faculty have less confidence in ad-
ministration and oenerally have lower morale. On the other hand faculty
members see a good deal more outreach toward the local community. they

-94-
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notice a student body which is more diverse socio-economically and they

perceive their colleagues paying more attention to the teaching of under-
graduate students In sum. colleges are probably less fun than they were a
decade ago But in certain ways they are more effective.

Most of the public institutions seem to have fared better than those in
the private sector. Public research and doctoral and public comprehensive
universities have all of the positive features mentioned above with the nega-
tive aspects being much less apparent. The negative trends in the public sec-
tor are concentrated at locally supported two-year colleges. No dimension
of their environment shows any improvement and the instructional staff of
these campuses has become especially dispirited and disgruntled during the
decade

116 -95-
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CHAPTER FOUR
OTHER FACULTY OPINIONS

The IFI answering and scoring systems have been designed by the
Educational Testing Service in such a manner that ten "local option" questions

can be added These questions were developed by the Institute of Higher

Education, for the 88 colleges that administered the IFI in the 1980-81

academic year There are. of course. no comparable questions for the early
administration The number of faculty responding to these special questions is

4.819 or 94 percent of all respondents

Eight of the questions were designed to trace linkages between

finance and faculty work How hove budget changes affected what profes-

sors do? One question explores the non-financial rewards of professorial

activities The last question probes faculty members' opinion of their own

college's finances

Ten questions provide very limited room for subtlety or for detailed

inquiry This was partially overcome by expanding (and complicating) the

number of possible responses Within a single question the respondents

were asked for both levels and direction of change (high and increasing, high

and stable. etc) More problematic was the unavailability of baseline data No

group of faculty had been asked these questions before When faculty were

asked if they could get 5500. what percentage of respondents could be

reasonably expected to say they could get the money easily? 25 percent?

50 percent? 75 percent?

Although faculty were asked about change over time, not much con-

fidence can be placed on their answers. Faculty are presumably aware that

there is a great deal of discussion concerning the "financial crisis" of higher

education, and this awareness must affect their response patterns. The data

are presented within the context of these limitations

RESULTS

Table 4-1 lists the ten questions and the percentage response rate for

all faculty for faculty at public colleges, and for faculty at private col-

leges In addition, the data were reviewed by Carnegie Classification when

they departed significantly from the general patterns.

17 6 -97-
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Table 4-1: Local Option Questions

Number of Faculty = 4819
Number of Institutions = 89

Question 1. Suppose you wanted to make a minor change in one of your
courses requiring about $500 in college (or departmental) funds, and
the idea is generally received as good, which would you say is most
likely to occur?

Percent Responding

Total Public Private

I would get the $500 after proceeding
through prescribed administrative channels.

50 41 57

I would be interminably delayed in bureau-
cratic channels but would get the money.

15 19 12

I would be immediately told that the
college cannot afford it.

24 25 23

I would be delayed in bureaucratic channels
and not get the money.

11 15 8

Question 2. Suppose you requested about $500 in college (or
departmental) funds to assist you in your scholarly work or research,
and the pursuit is generally perceived to be valuable. Far example,
you may need the funds for equipment, travel, or a research assistant.
Which would you say is most likely to occur?

Percent Responding
Total Public Private

I would get the $500 after proceeding
through prescribed administrative channels.

49 41 54

I would be interminably delayed in bureau-
cratic channels but would get the money.

14 17 12

I would be immediately told that the college
cannot afford It.

28 29 27

I would be delayed in bureaucratic channels
and not get the money.

9 13 7
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Question 3. Suppose you wanted to initiate a community outreach
project or some other community service project which required about

$500 in college (or departmental! funds. It is generally received as a
good idea, but there is no financial payback. Which would you say is
most likely to occur?

Percent Responding
Total Public Private

I would get the $500 after proceeding 25 23 26

through prescribed administrative channels.

I would be interminably delayed in bureau. 15 16 14

cratic channels but would get the money.

I would be immediately told that the 43 44 45

college cannot afford it.

I would be delayed in bureaucratic 17 17 15

channels and not get the money.

Question C. Since 1970. college funds available for instructional
innovation. faculty scholarship, and community service activities have:

Percent Responding
Total Public Private

Become much more difficult to obtain. 28 37 19

Become somewhat more difficult to obtain. 33 34 32

Remained unchanged. 17 11 22

Become somewhat easier to obtain. 19 12 23

Become much easier to obtain. 3 6 4

Question 5. Faculty require different support services to adequately
do their jobs. These services may include typing, duplicating, library

resources, data processing, etc. With respect to your
responsibilities as a faculty member, please evaluate services at
your institution.

Percent Responding
Total Public Private

Superior 13 12 14

Superior but declining. '5 8 2

Adequate and improving. 17 11 22

Adequate and stable. 30 25 34

Adequate but declining. 17 27 10

Poor but improving. 5 3 6

Poor and stable. 8 7 9

Poor and declining. 5 7 3

11
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Question 6. The non-financial rewards of my job are:

Percent Responding
Total Public Private

Very significant and increasing. 10 8 11

Very significant and stable. 18 15 20

Very significant but declining. 9 10 9

Significant and increasing. 10 8 11

Significant and stable. 25 24 26

Significant but declining. 18 22 15

Insignificant but increasing. 1 1 1

Insignificant and stable. 4 5 4

Insignificant and declining. 5 7 3

Question 7. Since 1970. I have:

Percent Responding
Total Public Private

Greatly increased my efforts to supplement 19 18 19
my income from activities other than teaching
and research.

Somewhat increased my efforts. 30 31 28

Neither increased nor decreased my efforts. 47 46 49

Somewhat decreased my efforts. 3 3 3

Greatly decreased my efforts 1 2 1

Question 8. My outside income comes primarily from:

Total
Percent Responding

Public Private

A priv,,te professional practice (such as
psycho,ogical, business, legal, medical,
or tutorial work).

8 7 9

Consulting 12 13

Book royalties or patent income. 3 4 2

Other work directly related to my academic
work, e.g., teaching at other institutions
nr rioscparch

13 10 15

Work not directly related to my academic
work

14 14 13

No significant outside income. 50 52. 5p

-100-
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Question 9 Since assuming your r sent position, how would you
describe your efforts to secure au:other job outside your institution?
iChoose one which best applies to you.

Percent Responding
Total Public Private

I have not looked for another position and 18 16 19
I would not consider one.

I have not looked for another position but 35 34 36
might consider one at another college or
university if attractive.

I have not looked for another position but 15 17 14
might consider ore outside of academe if
attractive.

I hi,ve explored the possibility of another 18 18 19
position(s) at a college or university.

I have explored the possibility of another 7 8 6
positionisl outside of academe.

I am actively seeking another position at 4 4 4

another college or university.

I am actively seeking another position 3 3 2
outside of academe.

Question 10 I consider the financial condition of my college to be:

Percent Respondinj
Total Public Private

very strong 6 4 9

Reasonably strong. 48 3S 54

Somewhat weak 31 38 26

Very Weak. 11 15 9

I do not know 0 2

101
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